
50+ years ago, give or a take a year or three, vocal whites warned of the negro 
proclivity for violence. These unnamed and forgotten speakers foretold of Negroes 
rampaging like toddlers, stealing when they wanted, committing rape when it suited them. 
Some were mayors with heavily negro districts and knew first hand the inability of 
Negroes to function as civilized human beings. They tried to tell the world that Negroes 
could not be turned into whites with dark skin. They protested, marched, whined and 
complained that desegregation would result in ruination.

For over five decades we've empowered Negroes, franchised them, pampered them, placed 
them on pedestals as creatures of worship or pity. And for all that spending, pampering 
and pandering, we have vast urban areas of slums, ghettos, ruins filled with some of the 
most violent, blood thirsty, savage, feral creatures to ever stride the planet. We've had 
50+ years of forced integration. 50+ years of generous social entitlement programs. 
50+years of excuses. And, the fears expressed by white leaders in the late 1950s and 
early sixties have come to pass.

Black African's . . . Negroes . . . have received more help than any other people in 
human history, and yet they still remain the most slothful, lazy, feckless, violent, 
brutal, and savage. No race in human history has been given more than Negroes. Yet, for 
all the help, Negroes have nothing to show for it - NOTHING. In fact, they have more 
slothful lives, are more backward, more tribal, more paleolithic than ever.

A legion of liberals living in gilded cages whine that we need to give more to the negro, 
provided them opportunities, give them assistance to over come poverty/racism/both. They 
continually assume that given the same opportunities as whites, Negroes can become 
productive citizens, that they can turn away from the bombardment of all that glitters 
and supress their inner child. Guess what, Negroes can't. They are not whites with dark 
skin, their gratification deterrence is almost non-existent. They are, as confederate 
officers noted, "children in adult bodies"

From the mid-1960s onward, We've done it the anti's way. We elevated the non-white, 
specifically the negro savage, we've given money to bring them out of poverty, we've 
passed laws to prevent non-white discrimination, we've advanced them in our schools 
without them needing to learn, we've given them jobs and home loans they didn't qualify 
for. In every aspect of society, antis have pushed the doctrine it is socially and 
legally unacceptable to show any bias.

The real question is WHAT have we to show for it? Is life better now than it was before 
such social engineering took place? OR, are cities decaying ruins? Are Negroes educated 
on par with whites after nearly three generations. More importantly, do current blacks 
embrace the education their grandparents demanded? Have we achieved the color blind 
society hippies of the 1960s dreamed about?

Some 50+ years after civil rights movement demanded blacks be included into white 
society, we are more segregated now than ever before. Blacks culture is so far removed 
from the main stream culture (the culture that does the building, inventing, creating, 
and general is the engine of progress) that is unrecognizable as progressive and has more 
in common with the African tribal warriors of the first century BC. 50 years of embracing 
sloth on the slim hopes that antis could turn blacks into whites.

It is time to face the raw, cold, unpleasant facts -- bestowing equality and allowing the 
Negro to live among us as equals hasn't worked. Their way of life is not ours.

In 1965, Negroes were truly free to chart their own course. No longer could whites 
dictate special polices for handling Homo Sapiens Africansis. No longer could this savage 
hominid be contained in special game reserves (segregation).

It is 2023, 58 years later, and we see, in places like Detroit, just what the negro has 
done with that freedom. Around the globe, from Atlanta to Zimbabwe, the negro lives a 
life of savagery, of instinct, or brutality. There is no building, no development, no 
creative thought. No negro civilization has arose nor could they maintain the ones given 
to them.

Instead, we have roving packs of predators, preying on our citizenry while demanding we 



support them.

5% above 110 IQ
16% above 100 IQ
40% above 90 IQ
70% above 80 IQ
40% below 80 IQ 
18% below 75 IQ
10% below 70 IQ

Whites:
10% above 120 IQ
18% above 115 IQ
27% above 110 IQ
40% above 105 IQ
50% above 100 IQ
60% below 105 IQ 
35% below 95 IQ
15% below 85 IQ

So, the smartest 16% of Blacks are as intelligent as smartest 50% of Whites. 80% of 
Blacks score at or below the "low functioning" category.

The least intelligent ten percent of Whites have IQs below 80; forty percent of Blacks 
have IQs that low.

Only one Black in six is more intelligent than the average White; five Whites out of six 
are more intelligent than the average Black.

These differences show in every test of general cognitive ability that anyone, of any 
race or nationality, has yet been able to devise. And they are reflected in countless 
everyday situations, “Life is an IQ test.”

Further, only one-in-3.5 million (.00003%) African Blacks have an IQ of 140 or higher 
(genius level). But one-in-83 (1.2%) U.S. Whites is a genius. Therefore the per capita 
genius rate for U.S.-resident Whites is 41,000 times higher than it is for African 
Blacks.

as general poverty of emotional feelings, lack of remorse or shame, superficial charm, 
pathological lying, egocentricity, a lack of insight, absence of nervousness, an 
inability to love, impulsive antisocial acts, failure to learn from experience, reckless 
behavior under the influence of alcohol, and a lack of long-term goals.anti-social 
personality disorder: (1) inability to sustain consistent work behavior; (2) failure to 
conform to social norms with respect to lawful behavior [this is a euphemism for being a 
criminal]; (3) irritability and aggressivity, as indicated by frequent physical fights 
and assaults; (4) repeated failure to honor financial obligations; (5) failure to plan 
ahead or impulsivity; (6) no regard for truth, as indicated by repeated lying, use of 
aliases, or “conning” others; (7) recklessness regarding one’s own or others’ personal 
safety, as indicated by driving while intoxicated or recurrent speeding; (8) inability to 
function as a responsible parent
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